CH1 17” X 17” UPRIGHT IMAGING

Budget Friendly, No Compromise in Quality

TXR offers one of the most affordable upright systems that incorporates safety, reliability, value, quality and ease of use. At TXR we recognize that your time is valuable. The TXR CH1 system includes features that will increase patient thru-put and minimize the time needed for exams. Experience the TXR difference with standard features that other manufacturers option.

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

Floor Wall Mount Tube Stand
- Platform tube mount, 90° tube rotation
- Magnetic locks
- Angle indicator
- 72” Floor Track

Wall Stand
- Floor wall mounted
- Magnetic locks
- 17” x 17” Grid cabinet
- 103 line, 8:1 ratio grid
- Cassette tray

Generators
- 400 mA or 500 mA Standard frequency
- 32, 40 or 50 kW High frequency

Collimator
- Certified manual collimator
- 25 Second timer
- Centering light
- Retractable tape measure

Options
- Super speed bucky
- Various grids
  - Tilt mechanism
  - Head clamp
  - Side mounted grid cabinet or bucky
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Serving The World Market for 35 Years

TXR Mission Statement

Provide prompt delivery of reliable, high quality, cost effective imaging systems to fill the needs of the world wide market.